
[ end. ORDINARY. ]

HANGER + GIRDER
shelving



HANGER + GIRDER

The versatile strength of industrial design meets couture detailing 

in a shelving solution capable of bearing your belongings without 

a flinch. HANGER and GIRDER are structural design elements that 

are not just fit for purpose, they’re fit for life.

[  type.  GIRDER SHELF.  ]

[  f in ish.   BL ACK + BRASS.  ]

[  type.  HANGER SHELF.  ]

[  f in ish.   STONE + BRASS.  ]



[ finish. STONE + STEEL. ]

[ finish. BLACK + STEEL. ]

STONE + BRASS. ]

BLACK + BRASS. ]

STONE + GUN METAL. ]

BLACK + GUN METAL. ]

1150 mm

HANGER SHELF

[ info. PRODUCT. ]

Industrial styling cues and function meets fashion-inspired 
detailing in this versatile shelf. Hanger’s hand polished  
20mm solid metal pan rail can be used to keep culinary 
equipment close to hand in the kitchen, or for hand towels 
in a bathroom. The shelf itself includes a matching 12 mm 
guard rail to secure your items. HANGER has a ‘double 
shelf’ to increase storage and display capacity. Used as a 
standalone shelf, or as part of a combination with Girder,  
the design has a purposeful elegance. All refined by hand, 
and signed with the Buster + Punch insignia.

[  type.    HANGER SHELF.  ]

[  f in ish.    BL ACK + BRASS.  ]

[ function.   STORAGE. ]

[ max load.   30KG. ]

[ material.   SOLID METAL. ]

[ details.   COIN CAPS. ]

  GUARD RAIL. ]

  PAN RAIL. ]

  ‘S’ HOOKS X 6. ] 

 

 

 

[ dimensions. 

370 mm

depth: 230mm



WE’RE ALL ABOUT THE DETAILS

GIRDER and HANGER share similar processes, beginning life as solid 

sheets of 4mm aluminium, laser cut into shape. Their form is given 

by industrial bent pressing, before they’re powder coated. The 

pan and guard rail are hand polished  solid metal bar. Both shelves 

feature a concealed adjustable wall fixing system.



[ finish. STONE + STEEL. ]

[ finish. BLACK + STEEL. ]

STONE + BRASS. ]

BLACK + BRASS. ]

STONE + GUN METAL. ]

BLACK + GUN METAL. ]

1150 mm

GIRDER SHELF

[ info. PRODUCT. ]

Lifting its inspiration from the girder used structurally in 
architecture across the world, GIRDER is an exercise in 
performance engineering. Crafted from a laser cut sheet 
of 4mm aluminium, which is then press bent into shape, its 
proportions are optimised to hold all manner of things with 
plenty of space to spare. An ‘open’ design lets you place 
taller items like bottles or artworks and its guard rail makes 
sure they stay put. The shelf’s hand polished 12mm solid 
metal guard rail contrasts against the industrial hues of the 
shelf, framing your books, porcelain, jewellery or colognes. 
Our signature coin screws give that Buster + Punch finesse 
to wherever you choose to hang it. 

[  type.    GIRDER SHELF.  ]

[  f in ish.    STONE + BRASS.  ]

[ function.   STORAGE. ]

[ max load.   30KG. ]

[ material.   SOLID METAL. ]

[ details.   COIN CAPS. ]

  GUARD RAIL. ]

 

 

 

[ dimensions. 

296mm

depth: 230mm
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BUSTERANDPUNCH.COM

“The pieces are similar to how a fashion house releases a unisex collection 

— we don’t want to tell you to hang them in a specific space or place.  

We have made them easy to install and given them a balance of function 

and style, with softened industrial cues. Place them wherever you want,  

and style accordingly.”

 

MASSIMO BUSTER MINALE

Founder and Creative Director, Buster + Punch.


